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ABSTRACT
Despite 30 years of intense research on HIV/AIDS, we have yet to arrive at a prophylactic
vaccine that confers complete protection. This mission is complicated by the virus’s vast
genetic variability and its ability to mask the targets for neutralizing antibodies. In addition,
HIV infects a subset of immune cells that normally coordinate the immune system and
integrates its genome into the DNA of the infected cell. The failure of early HIV vaccine
candidates based on classical vaccine strategies has underscored the importance of
exploring alternative vaccine approaches, including DNA vaccines. These vaccines are
capable of inducing broad cell-mediated and humoral immune responses and their potential
is indicated by the licensing of DNA vaccines for veterinary use and by the induction of
protection against infectious diseases in animal models. Still, further efforts are needed to
ultimately make this approach efficacious in humans. This thesis describes means of
enhancing the potency of DNA vaccines for HIV-1, such as by optimization of the gene insert,
use of delivery devices and combinations of vaccine candidates.
In one project, we constructed DNA vaccines expressing different variants of the HIV-1
protease and determined that both in vitro expression and immunogenicity of the encoded
protein in mice were drastically enhanced when a point mutation was introduced in the
active site of the protease enzyme, rendering it inactive. We thus discovered a means of
enhancing the immunogenicity of HIV-1 protease. Another project was designed to establish
an immunization protocol for electroporation (EP)-mediated intradermal DNA vaccine
delivery. We showed that a straightforward protocol, using repeated intradermal EP
immunizations with a rather short immunization interval, induced strong and long-lived
immune responses. A novel FluoroSpot assay detecting vaccine-specific secretion of gamma
interferon (IFN-γ) and/or interleukin-2 (IL-2) was shown to possess the advantages of both
ELISpot and intracellular staining. Further evidence supporting the use of EP for the delivery
of DNA vaccines was obtained in a study where a combination of jet injection and EP, but
not needle plus EP or jet injection alone, was able to overcome dose restrictions of DNA
vaccination and induce higher antibody and cytotoxic T cell responses when the DNA dose
was increased to a considerably higher level. This shows that two optimized DNA vaccine
delivery devices can act together to overcome dose limitations of a plasmid DNA vaccine.
Experiments evaluating the combined effect of different vaccine modalities were conducted.
In one study, two plasmids included in the clinically evaluated HIVIS multigene/multisubtype
HIV vaccine encoding Env and Rev were combined with the Auxo-GTU-MultiHIV multigene
DNA vaccine that is primarily designed to induce cell-mediated immune responses.
Immunization of mice revealed that strong immune responses against the two vaccine
modalities were retained, with only a slight reduction of cellular immune responses when
the vaccines were administered to the same mice. Moreover, heterologus prime-boost
immunizations of mice with DNA, recombinant vaccinia vector (MVA-CMDR) and
recombinant protein (rgp140C) induced potent cell-mediated and humoral immune
responses and demonstrated the importance of including DNA priming immunizations.
These attempts to enhance the potency of DNA vaccines will potentially contribute to the
understanding of how to construct, deliver and compose the next generation of DNA
vaccines against HIV as well as other infectious diseases and cancers.

SAMMANFATTING PÅ SVENSKA
Det första fallet av AIDS rapporterades för ca 30 år sedan och idag utgör sjukdomen ett
globalt hälsoproblem. Humant immunbristvirus (HIV), vilket är det virus som orsakar AIDS,
har egenskaper som gör viruset unikt och vilka delvis kan förklara hur HIV så framgångsrikt
lyckats etablera sig i den humana populationen. HIV uppvisar en enorm genetisk variation
och genom att infektera de celler som normalt samordnar vårt immunsystem undgår och
försvagar det vårt immunförsvar. Dessutom integrerar HIV sina gener i den infekterade
cellens arvsmassa vilket resulterar i en obotlig kronisk infektion. Idag finns effektiv
behandling som kan bromsa sjukdomförloppet och förhindra att den infekterade personen
utvecklar AIDS. Det är även välkänt hur man skyddar sig från sexuell transmission av HIV och
kombinationen av preventiva insatser samt en mer effektiv behandling har resulterat i en
global reduktion av antalet nysmittade. För att mer effektivt förhindra HIV-infektion och för
att nå det yttersta målet att helt stoppa spridningen så krävs dock ytterligare förebyggande
åtgärder såsom ett profylaktiskt vaccin.
Traditionella vaccinstrategier, som användandet av levande försvagat eller avdödat virus, har
visat sig för riskfyllda eller ineffektiva när de tillämpats på HIV. Därför har vaccinforskningen
fokuserats på nya vaccintyper, såsom genetiska vaccin. Genetiska vaccin, antingen i form av
plasmider eller mikrobiella vektorer, kan bära på gener vilka kodar för delar av ett
smittämne, så kallade antigen. Efter immunisering tas vaccingenen upp av värdens celler och
dessa cellers maskineri producerar det antigen som vaccingenen kodar för, och med den
rätta immunstimuleringen så utvecklas ett immunsvar mot antigenet. Idag finns flera
licensierade veterinärmedicinska plasmidvacciner mot infektionssjukdomar och cancer.
Framgången för plasmidvacciner i människa har dock varit begränsad och metoder för att
administrera dem behöver optimeras för att göra denna metod effektiv även i människa. I
denna avhandling beskrivs hur plasmidvacciner som kodar för HIV-antigen kan förbättras
genom optimering av både generna och metoderna för att leverera dem. Avhandlingen
behandlar även hur kombinationer av olika vaccintyper kan användas för att nå ett brett och
starkt immunsvar.
Plasmidvacciner kan optimeras på genetisk nivå, exempelvis kan den genetiska koden
modifieras på ett sätt som leder till ökad produktion av ett antigen, något som ofta kan
korreleras till ett förbättrat immunsvar mot antigenet. Vidare kan artificiella gener
konstrueras med målet att inducera immunsvar mot olika varianter eller valda delar av ett
antigen. En del av denna avhandling beskriver hur HIV-proteinet proteas kan modifieras på
genetisk nivå för att öka proteinproduktionen och immunogeniciteten. Parallellt med att
optimera själva vaccinet kan även metoderna för att administrera plasmidvacciner
förbättras. En lovande metod för att administrera plasmidvacciner är genom elektroporering
(EP). Metoden innebär att korta elektriska pulser appliceras på det ställe där vaccinet
injicerats. Pulserna resulterar i att det bildas temporära porer i omkringliggande celler vilket
leder till ett ökat upptag av plasmidvacciner in i cellerna och därigenom en ökad
proteinproduktion och ett kraftigare immunsvar. Genom att undersöka olika parametrar vid
intradermal immunisering följt av EP, såsom antal immuniseringar och tidsintervall mellan
dem, kunde vi fastställa ett lämpligt immuniseringsprotokoll för intradermal EP. I ett annat
försök visar vi att två olika metoder för att administrera plasmidvacciner, jetinjektion och EP,
tillsammans kunde förbättra antigenproduktionen och generera ett starkt immunsvar.

Ett ytterligare sätt att förbättra vaccinationer med plasmidvacciner är att kombinera dessa
vacciner med andra typer av vaccin i så kallade ”prime-boost” immuniseringar. Vanligtvis
kombineras plasmidvacciner med virala vektorer eller proteinvaccin som representerar
identiska eller snarlika antigen. Vi visar att två olika plasmidvacciner, primärt designade för
att inducera antikroppar respektive cellulärt immunsvar, kunde kombineras med nästintill
bibehållen immunogenicitet av vardera vaccin. Vi visar även hur ett plasmidvaccin, kallat
HIVIS, bestående av flera HIV-antigen kan kombineras med en viral vektor och/eller ett
protein och då inducera ett brett immunsvar. HIVIS-vaccinet har utvärderats i kliniska studier
i Sverige, Italien och Tanzania och i en pågående klinisk studie undersöks om vaccinadministration med EP kan öka immunogeniciteten av detta vaccin. De fynd som presenteras
i denna avhandling bidrar till att förbättra förståelsen för hur man bör designa och leverera
DNA vacciner mot HIV samt andra infektionssjukdomar och cancer.
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1 AIMS
The aim of this thesis was to enhance the potency of HIV-1 DNA vaccines with the specific
objectives being:
To construct and optimize DNA vaccines based on HIV-1 protease (Paper I)
To establish an immunization protocol for delivery of DNA vaccines by intradermal
electroporation (Paper II)
To evaluate different intradermal DNA delivery devices (Paper III)
To study how two different DNA vaccines can augment each other’s potency (Paper
IV)
To examine different prime-boost immunization protocols (Paper V)
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2 THE HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS
In the beginning of the 1980’s numerous young men in the US, mainly homosexual and
intravenous drug users, fell ill from opportunistic infections and Kaposi’s Sarcoma, a rare
form of cancer caused by the human herpesvirus 8 (HHV8). The symptoms demonstrated
clear evidence that the patients suffered from immune suppression, and these clustered
symptoms were named acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) (178). The causative
agent of AIDS was identified in 1983 by a French research group led by Luc Montagnier (22),
a finding that was awarded the Nobel Prize in medicine 2008. Soon after, an American
research group lead by Robert Gallo published their findings of a novel virus isolated in AIDS
patients (83, 199). Both the French and the American groups noted that the virus infected T
lymphocytes, so they named it lymphoadenopathy-associated virus (LAV) and human Tlymphotropic virus type III (HTLV III, due to the resemblance with HTLV I), respectively. It was
later shown that the two groups had in fact isolated the same virus, and the virus was
renamed human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) in 1986 (55).
Today, almost thirty years after the start of the global HIV/AIDS epidemic, we are still unable
to control the spread of the virus via a vaccine, and during 2009 approximately 33,3 million
people were living with HIV, of which 22,5 million live in Sub-Saharan Africa. The prevalence
in Sub-Saharan Africa has however decreased with up to 25% in some countries during the
last ten years. Still, the incidence of HIV is increasing in other parts of the world, including
Eastern Europe and Central Asia, where the prevalence has almost tripled since 2000
(unaids.org). There are two types of HIV, type 1 (HIV-1) that was isolated first, and type 2
(HIV-2) that was discovered in 1986 (54). The more pathogenic HIV-1 is spread worldwide
and is responsible for the vast majority of cases of AIDS, whereas the less pathogenic HIV-2 is
mostly found in the western parts of Africa (173). HIV is thought to originate from the simian
immunodeficiency virus (SIV) prevalent in African non-human primates. The passage to
humans is thought to have taken place during handling of infected blood in the beginning of
the 20th century (84, 100, 126, 135). HIV-1 (from now on referred to as HIV) is divided into
groups; major (M), outlier (O) and non-M non-O (N), and the M group is further divided into
subtypes A-K.
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2.1 STRUCTURE AND REPLICATION
HIV is a Lentivirus belonging to the
Retroviridae family. The virus is spherical
with a diameter of approximately 100 nm.
The bi-layered lipid envelope, containing
the envelope glycoprotein (gp) spikes, is
derived from the host cell during budding
(Fig. 1). Inside the envelope a protective
cone-shaped capsid surrounds the
genome consisting of two identical 9,2 kBp
single stranded RNA molecules with
positive polarity. The genome encodes
three major polyproteins: Group-specific
antigen (Gag), Envelope (Env) and the
enzymatic proteins (Pol), as well as several
regulatory and accessory proteins.

Envelope trimers Nucleocapsid proteins (p24)
(gp41/gp120 )

Matrix
proteins
(p17)

Lipid
membrane

ssRNA
genome

Enzyme, accessory
and regulatory proteins

Figure 1. The HIV virion

The viral life cycle begins when the viral gp120 binds to CD4 molecules present
predominantly on T lymphocytes, macrophages, dendritic cells (DCs) and brain microglia
(227) (Fig. 2). In addition to the CD4 molecule on the host cell, the virus requires either of
the co-receptors CCR5 or CXCR4 for entry. After binding of the virus, gp120 undergoes
conformational changes allowing for the transmembrane part of the HIV envelope spike,
gp41, to insert its hydrophobic N-terminus into the host cell membrane, which enables
fusion of the viral and host cellular membranes. The nucleocapsid is then released into the
cytoplasm and undergoes uncoating during which the genomic RNA strands, enzymes and
additional molecules required for the initiation of translation are released. The reverse
transcriptase (RT) reversely transcribes the single stranded RNA genome into a
complementary strand of DNA (227). The template RNA is then degraded by the
Ribonuclease H domain of RT and a complementary DNA strand is synthesized, creating a
double stranded DNA HIV genome, called the provirus. During reverse transcription, long
terminal repeats (LTRs) are added to both the 5’ and 3’ end of the DNA; the LTRs are crucial
for facilitating the subsequent transcription of the viral genome. Another viral enzyme,
integrase (IN), then forms a pre-integration complex with the double stranded DNA and
other viral proteins and then enters the nucleus where the HIV genome is inserted into the
host genome (227). Once the viral genome is integrated, the virus infection can become
latent (224), which makes it very difficult to clear the viral infection.
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Figure 2. The life cycle of HIV
When the integrated proviral DNA is being transcribed by the host RNA polymerase II, either
to produce novel viral genomes or viral messenger RNA (mRNA), the regulatory proteins are
the first ones to be translated and they facilitate the expression of the late structural viral
proteins. The transactivator for transcription (Tat) protein forms a complex with several
cellular proteins and binds the LTRs of the viral genome and thereby enhances transcription
of viral RNA (75, 223). The regulator of viral expression (Rev) protein increases the
expression of the viral Gag, Env and Pol poly-proteins as it binds Rev-response elements
present in the viral RNA and thereby facilitates the export of unspliced viral mRNA from the
nucleus (75, 223). The negative regulatory factor (Nef) protein accelerates the endocytosis
and subsequent degradation of CD4 and major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I
molecules so that the cell is not recognized by the immune system (75, 223). Besides the
regulatory proteins, three accessory proteins, viral infectivity factor (Vif), viral protein R (Vpr)
and viral protein U (Vpu), are expressed from the viral genome. Vif counteracts the
antiretroviral effect of apolipoprotein B mRNA editing enzyme catalytic polypeptide-like 3G
(APOBEC3G), which is a protein that inhibits retroviral infection by hypermutating the
negative RNA strand during reverse transcription resulting in deamination of the pro-viral
DNA (124, 225). Vpr constitutes a part of the pre-integration complex, and Vpu enhances the
release of virions from the cell surface (124, 225).
The Env gp160 precursor protein is expressed and glycosylated in the endoplasmatic
reticulum (ER) and subsequently cleaved by the cellular protease furin into gp120 and gp41
in the Golgi apparatus and transported to the cell surface. There, trimers of transmembrane
gp41 protein associate with trimers of the extracellular gp120 protein. Simultaneously, two
copies of the viral genome and p55 Gag and p160 Gag-Pol poly proteins are assembled at the
cell membrane, associate with the glycoprotein trimers, and a new particle subsequently
buds from the cellular membrane. After budding of the immature virions, the viral protease
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(PR), which is auto-cleaved from the Pol precursor protein, cleaves the Gag and Gag-Pol
poly-proteins into p17 (matrix protein), p24 (capsid protein), p7, p6 (nucleocapsid proteins)
and the viral PR, RT and IN enzymes (227). This last step of the replication completes the life
cycle and the mature virion is now ready to infect new CD4+ cells.
2.2 COURSE OF INFECTION
HIV is transmitted by sexual contact, transfer of infected blood and from mother to child
during pregnancy, birth or breastfeeding. Infection through heterosexual intercourse, which
accounts for the majority of infections worldwide, is estimated to occur in as low as one in
100 sexual contacts (93). However, the likelihood of being infected increases with the viral
load of the infected partner, the state of the mucosal surfaces and the type of sexual activity
(176, 256). The initial symptoms of an HIV infection during the primary infection are either
absent or manifested as “flu-like” symptoms that include fatigue, headache, lymph node
swelling and fever. The symptoms arise when the immune system reacts in response to HIV
infecting lymphocytes and the virus starts to multiply. The initial infection results in a
massive loss of CD4+ lymphocytes, predominately CD4+ memory T cells in the gut associated
lymphoid tissue (GALT) (69, 97) (Fig. 3). Despite the loss of CD4+ T helper (Th) cells, which
normally guide and augment the adaptive immune system, the adaptive immune responses
can decrease the viral load and replication, which after the initial viral peak settles at a level
that is referred to as the viral set-point. This set-point is often a good predictor of the
outcome of the infection (176, 256) and the higher the viral set-point, the more rapidly the
disease progresses. The acute phase is followed by a clinical latency phase that often lasts
for several years. During this time the CD4+ T cell count steadily decreases as the viremia
gradually increases. When the CD4+ T cell count has dropped below 200 copies/ L blood
and/or when opportunistic infections occur, the clinical chronic phase of HIV-infection starts,
and the patient progresses to AIDS (123).

Acute infection

Clinical latency

AIDS

Viral peak

CD4+ T cells

Viral load

Viral
set-point

Weeks
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Figure 3. The course of untreated HIV infection
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2.3 PREVENTION, DRUG TREATMENT AND DRUG RESISTANCE
Even though massive information campaigns have been carried out in order to increase the
knowledge about HIV and AIDS, the virus is still rapidly spreading in large parts of the world.
The simplest way to decrease the sexual spread of HIV is by preventive measures such as
reducing the number of sexual partners and using condoms. However, these precautions are
hard to implement in cultural and educational settings where women have little or no
control of their sexuality and where beliefs override logic and scientific reasoning (179).
Transmission of HIV via infected blood is, in some countries, prevented by offering
intravenous drug users new needles to replace their used needles. However, this strategy is
highly debated (70, 127). Also male circumcision can reduce the risk of acquiring HIV (49),
probably as the foreskin contains a large portion of cells susceptible to HIV infection (192).
Fortunately there are several efficient anti-HIV drugs available that target different stages of
the viral life cycle. Initially, monotherapy with azidothymidine (AZT) was attempted and
rapidly became the first effective antiretroviral drug. During prolonged usage however, the
therapy failed due to the rapid mutation rate of the virus resulting in virus replication
despite the presence of the drug. Later, in 1996, “highly active antiretroviral therapy“
(HAART), consisting of combinations of drugs acting by different mechanisms, was
introduced (23, 263). Since then, this approach has been successfully used to suppress viral
replication, delay the development of AIDS, and substantially increase the quality of life for
HIV-infected individuals.
Antiretroviral drugs are divided into different classes according to function. The RT inhibitors
are divided into nucleoside and non-nucleoside RT inhibitors (NRTI and NNRTI, respectively)
where the NNRTIs directly affect the enzymatic activity by binding to the viral enzyme, and
the NRTIs act indirectly as they disrupt chain elongation during transcription by taking the
place of the natural nucleotide (74). The PR inhibitors act by binding in the active site of the
viral PR and thereby prevent proper enzymatic function (145). According to the Swedish
reference group for antiviral therapy, the first line of anti-HIV therapy should include two
NRTIs and either an NNRTI or a PI, and treatment should be considered when the CD4+ T cell
count decreases to a range of 350-500 copies/ L of blood depending on the health status of
the individual (smittskyddsinstitutet.se/rav). In addition to these classical targets for HIVinhibition, novel antiretroviral drugs affecting other parts of the viral life cycle have been
licensed over the last years. These include drugs targeting integration by IN (76), viral/host
cell fusion (27, 170) and co-receptor binding (139). However, so far no antiretroviral drugs
are able to clear infection and the access to HAART is limited in low income countries; thus
an effective prophylactic vaccine is still urgently needed. Antiretroviral drugs can also be
used as microbicides, i.e. substances that prevent infection at the vaginal and rectal
surfaces. For example, in the CAPRISA 004 trial the NRTI tenofovir was formulated in a gel
and administered intravaginally prior to and following sexual intercourse. The trial
demonstrated a significant reduction (39%) of HIV acquisition in women receiving the gel
containing tenofovir compared to women receiving placebo gel (5).
Since RT lacks a proof-reading mechanism, the enzyme frequently induces mutations during
the reverse transcription, and approximately three nucleotide substitutions are introduced
per 105 incorporated nucleotides during each round of replication (167). In addition,
6

recombination between the two strands of viral RNA by RT promotes further genetic
diversity (120). By combining the high mutation and recombination rates with a rapid viral
turnover and an extremely efficient production of new virions (112, 258), HIV easily escapes
recognition by both HIV inhibitors and the adaptive immune system. The induction of drug
resistance mutations is, however, usually prevented when the patients comply with the
HAART regimen.

3 HIV ANIMAL MODELS
HIV only replicates efficiently in humans and chimpanzees as several species-specific host
factors restrict its replication (106, 220). Hence the initial studies of pathogenesis and the
evaluation of the efficacy of vaccine candidates were performed in chimpanzees (17, 183).
This model is however rarely used today due to ethical aspects, huge costs and the fact that
chimpanzees seldom develop AIDS. Instead SIV infection of Asian monkeys within the genus
Macaca, including Rhesus, Cynomolgus and Pig-tailed macaques, are frequently used as
models for HIV infection in humans (86). In addition, in order to allow for evaluation of HIV
vaccine candidates in macaques, chimeras of HIV and SIV, called SHIV, are used to challenge
vaccinated monkeys (154). Depending on the pathogenesis of the strain of SIV/SHIV used,
the infected macaques develop a disease that mimics that of HIV infection in humans (86).
Although these models constitute valuable means for assessing the immunogenicity and
efficacy of vaccine candidates, SIV infection in macaques and HIV infection in humans differ
in terms of virulence, pathologenesis, genetics and protein function (reviewed in (16)),
explaining why the use of this models, as well as the use of SIV immunogens, might generate
misleading results. For example, challenge studies in macaques with the commonly used
SHIV89.6P strain did not predict the lack of efficacy observed in a phase 2b efficacy trial
(“STEP trial”, described in section 5.5.2 Virally-vectored vaccines) (255). There are also
concerns regarding the route and doses used for challenge, as the course of infection after
challenge with high doses of the highly pathogenic SIVmac239 strain administered
intravenously does not reflect the infection observed after mucosal challenge (24), which is
the most common route of HIV transmission. Instead, repeated challenge with low doses of
SIV/SHIV may better reflect the situation during HIV transmission (9, 108, 182, 203, 264).
Small animals such as mice are frequently used in HIV research (reviewed in (32)). Mice
serve as an excellent first model for studying the immunogenicity of vaccine candidates. In
addition, transgenic mice can be used, for example to study pathogenic effects of HIV
proteins in vivo (38, 152, 161, 209). In paper I we use a C57Bl/6 mouse transgenic for the
HLA-A0201 allele (190) to study if a plasmid-encoded HIV immunogen induced immune
responses on an HLA background. To circumvent the species-specific tropism of HIV, various
mouse models that permit infection with HIV have been explored. Examples of these are
mice transgenic for human CD4, CCR5/CXCR4, and other factors needed for HIV replication
(47, 244), and immunodeficient mice transplanted with human lymphoid cells (25, 37, 232,
272). Nevertheless, the optimal way to study the complex interaction between HIV and the
immune system is via human clinical studies.
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4 IMMUNOLOGY IN HIV INFECTION
4.1 INNATE IMMUNITY
The innate immune system is our first line of defense against invading pathogens. This arm
of the immune system consists of external barriers such as skin and mucus membranes as
well as various leucocytes and proteins. Upon infection, the innate immune system acts by
various mechanisms, for instance by recognizing conserved microbial structures known as
pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs). These structures can be DNA, RNA or
endotoxins, and they are recognized by the pathogen recognition receptors (PRRs) located
on and within cells of the innate immune system. This interaction initiates a cascade of
antiviral events including the production of molecules with direct antiviral activity and
cytokines and chemokines that activate both the innate and the adaptive immune system
(149, 153).
For HIV there are a number of different components of the innate immune system that
affect the outcome of the infection. For example, natural killer cells (NK cells), dendritic cells
(DCs) and macrophages produce chemokines such as regulated on activation normal T cell
expressed and secreted (RANTES) and macrophage inflammatory protein (MIP) type 1 and
, which are the natural ligands for the CCR5 molecule that is used as a co-receptor by HIV.
These molecules thus prevent CCR5-tropic HIV from infecting cells and interestingly, these
chemokines have been shown to be upregulated in exposed but uninfected individuals (88,
116, 133). 5-15% of European populations have a 32 base pair deletion in the CCR5 gene
(CCR5Δ32). This deletion generates a truncated nonfunctional CCR5 and having this deletion
has been associated with a high level of protection of HIV infection (147). Other anti-HIV
proteins produced by the innate immune system are the intracellular APOBEC3G and
tripartite motif protein 5a (TRIM5a) molecules. As previously described, APOBEC3G
deaminates, and thereby impedes, the pro-viral DNA (146, 169, 271), and TRIM5a binds to
the viral capsid and prevents viral uncoating (226, 270). In addition, antigen presentation
and signaling by the innate immune system is crucial for the development of functional HIVspecific adaptive immunity (113).
4.2 ADAPTIVE IMMUNITY
The adaptive immune system acts in a more specific manner than the innate system and is
dependent on antigen-specific memory. It is however slower than the innate system and
requires days or weeks to develop. The system is divided into a cellular and a humoral arm
that are, simplified, activated by the CD4+ Th type 1 or 2 (Th1 or Th2) cells, respectively.
Additional subsets of CD4+ T cells include the regulatory T cell population that
restrains/controls the activity of lymphocytes and thereby prevents the induction of autoreactivity (229), and Th17 cells that have been shown to play an important role in combating
specific pathogens, especially in mucosal compartments, and in inducing tissue inflammation
and auto-immunity (13). The fact that the CD4+ T cells are the main target cells for HIV has
severe consequences for the induction of HIV-specific immunity as well as immunity against
other pathogens (hence the syndrome of AIDS), as the infection prevents both arms of the
adaptive immune system to function properly. Furthermore HIV escapes the immune system
by down-regulating MHC molecules from the host cell membrane (57), and by constantly
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changing the amino acid composition of the immunogenic epitopes, resulting in reduced
recognition of virus by the immune cells (91, 261).
4.2.1 Humoral immune responses
The main component of the humoral immune system is B cells that express membranebound antibodies. Antibodies can bind to and promote the engulfment of antigens, which
are subsequently processed into peptides that, associate with MHC class II molecules for
presentation on the B cell membrane to the T cell receptor (TCR) on Th cells. If the proper
co-stimulatory signal is present on the B cell, the Th cell, following recognition of the
antigen/MHC Class II complex, secretes cytokines that allow the B cell to differentiate into an
antibody-secreting plasma cell. It also stimulates the B cells to switch antibody isotype, from
IgM or IgD to IgG, IgA and IgE.
Vaccine-induced antibodies are considered the correlates of protection for most microbial
vaccines developed to date (197), partly since serum antibodies are relatively easy to
measure with classical laboratory methods. In order to achieve sterile protection with an HIV
vaccine, the vaccine should induce broadly neutralizing antibodies and would need to
completely prevent any infection leading to integration and latency. Despite the difficulties
of inducing such neutralizing antibodies against HIV, there are some broadly-neutralizing
antibodies that have been isolated from HIV-infected individuals. These antibodies have
been shown to prevent SHIV infection in macaques when administered post challenge (77),
and passive immunization using such antibodies has been shown to delay the rebound in
viral load after treatment interruption of antiretroviral therapy in HIV-infected individuals
(233). These antibodies do, however, most often have unusual characteristics, which makes
similar antibodies difficult to induce by immunization (50). Recent studies have identified
novel antibodies that are even more potent in neutralizing large panels of HIV viruses by
binding to the CD4 binding site (218, 266), conserved sites of the variable loops (240, 241) as
well as to glycan domains (240) of gp120 Env. Although this type of broadly neutralizing
antibodies normally require several years to mature in the infected individual (218, 259), the
identification of the epitopes for broadly neutralizing antibodies will potentially have
implications for vaccine design.
HIV possesses several features that complicate the induction of neutralizing antibodies. The
first, and perhaps most important, trait of HIV is the vast genetic diversity and ability to
rapidly mutate, that under pressure from the immune system result in a constant change in
appearance of the gp120/gp41 envelope spike (91). Moreover, the spike is heavily
glycosylated, and this can sterically hinder antibodies from binding to the protein (155, 267).
The existence of non-functional spikes, causing the immune system to generate irrelevant
antibody responses, has also been suggested to constitute an obstacle for the induction of
neutralizing antibodies (61, 181). Antibodies can also activate the complement system and
promote cell killing by antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC). This occurs as cells
of the immune system interact with the Fc-part of a bound antibody. The importance of the
Fc-receptor-mediated activity was demonstrated in an experiment where removal of the Fc
part of a broadly HIV neutralizing antibody resulted in reduced protection from challenge in
the SHIV/macaque model (107).
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4.2.2 Cellular immune responses
The CD8+ Cytotoxic T Lymphocytes (CTLs) are the main cytotoxic cells of the adaptive cellular
immune system. These cells recognize antigens that are presented on MHC class I molecules
at the surface of an infected cell (further described in section 5.5.1.2 Protein expression and
induction of an immune response). Subsequent to encountering the MHC/peptide complex,
the CTL develop into a antigen-specific memory CTL, effector CTL or both (175). The effector
CTLs can kill virally-infected cells, and together with HIV-specific antibodies, effector CTLs
contribute to controlling viral replication during the different stages of the infection (Fig. 3).
One of the main modes of cytotoxic killing by CTLs is by the release of granules containing
granzymes and perforin. Perforin is traditionally thought to create pores in the cell
membrane of the infected cell, allowing for an influx of granzymes into the infected cell that
initiates a cascade of cellular events eventually leading to apoptosis. More recently the role
of perforin in the uptake of granzymes into cells has been questioned as perforin and
granzymes have been observed to be co-endocytosed into cells, and perforin perturbs the
endosomal membrane rather than the cell membrane to release the endosomal contents
and induce cell death (196). Also, the Fas-Fas ligand interaction between infected cells and
NK cells or CTLs, respectively, is an important route to induce apoptosis of infected cells (65,
180). Furthermore, the secretions of several cytokines and chemokines have a prominent
impact on the HIV infection. For example, the production of IFN- can, in addition to
activating an array of cells of the immune system, also directly inhibit HIV replication (177).
In the case of HIV it is believed that CTLs are unable to prevent infection, as CTLs can only
target already infected cells. However, there are several observations indicating the
importance of the cellular immune responses for controlling the infection. Rhesus monkeys
were shown unable to control the primary SIV infection when an anti-CD8 monoclonal
antibody was administered prior to challenge (219). Additionally, if the anti-CD8 antibody
was administered during chronic infection, the virus levels increased for as long as the
antibody was in circulation (121).
There are examples of individuals that are not infected with HIV despite repeated exposures
during unprotected sexual intercourse. The now well-known cohort of sex workers in Nairobi
is one example of such individuals that demonstrate strong HIV-specific CTLs (210). Another
unique group is comprised of so-called elite controllers who are infected with HIV but are
capable of suppressing the virus such that they have undetectable viral loads (66, 187). In
these cohorts there is an overrepresentation of individuals expressing the HLA-B57 and -B27
alleles, which are both associated with a better outcome of HIV infection (10, 119).
Nevertheless, this does not solely explain why these individuals succeed in controlling HIV
infection, but it does imply that CTLs may be important for controlling HIV infection. Further
evidence for the positive effects of CTLs on the clinical outcome of HIV infection are the
correlation between CTL responses to HIV Gag epitopes and low viremia, and the
importance of polyfunctional (i.e. production of multiple cyto- and chemokines by the same
cell) CTL responses (8, 128).
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5 HIV VACCINES
The goal of immunization is to educate the immune system to recognize and thereby
prevent infection by microbes or at least limit the infection enough so that clinical disease
does not occur. The first well-documented example of vaccination was performed by Edward
Jenner in 1796 when he observed protection against smallpox after inoculation with the
closely related cowpox virus prior to challenge with smallpox. Today smallpox has been
eradicated thanks to extensive vaccination campaigns with the vaccinia virus; several other
infectious diseases can be very efficiently prevented by vaccination.
A prophylactic HIV vaccine that can confer protection against infection could be the most
efficient way to end the HIV pandemic. Several vaccine strategies have been evaluated in the
search for an effective HIV vaccine but, so far, with limited success. It has therefore been
argued that a vaccine inducing partial protection, i.e. one that is able to decrease the viral
load in an infected person and by this delay the onset of the clinical disease, AIDS, as well as
reduce the further spread to uninfected individuals, would still have a significant benefit and
impact on the pandemic (90). For already-infected individuals a therapeutic vaccine could
strengthen the immune response and help to suppress the infection (99).
5.1 LIVE ATTENUATED VACCINES
Most classical viral vaccines, such as those against measles, mumps, rubella, polio (Sabin)
and yellow fever, consist of live attenuated viruses that still have parts of their replicative
capacity intact but without causing disease. The vaccine-microbe has typically gone through
several passages through cell cultures to lose its pathogenicity. Another strategy is to use a
closely related but benign virus, such as the cowpox virus that Jenner used as a vaccine
against smallpox. As these vaccines actually cause a mild infection they are able to stimulate
many parts of the immune system and by this induce broad humoral and cellular immune
responses. However, one negative characteristic of this type of vaccine is that the replication
competent vaccines can in some cases cause disease and sometimes cannot be administered
to immunocompromised individuals.
To examine this vaccine strategy against HIV, nef-deleted mutants of SIV were assessed for
their ability to protect macaques from intravenous challenge with pathogenic SIV. The
vaccinated monkeys, as opposed to control monkeys, were protected against infection (62).
However, as a result of the high mutation rate of SIV, the nef-deleted virus reverted to a
pathogenic form, resulting in disease (260). A similar observation was made in individuals
who were accidently infected with a nef-deleted HIV via blood transfusion. Similar to what
was observed in the non-human primates, the initial control of disease progression was
followed by progression to AIDS as the HIV virus reverted to a more pathogenic form (143,
144). Hence the use of attenuated live virus vaccines is considered too dangerous to be used
against HIV.
5.2 INACTIVATED VACCINES
Inactivated viral vaccines cannot replicate and can thus be used in immunocompromised
individuals. Today several vaccines, including vaccines against polio (Salk), influenza and
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hepatitis A include inactivated viruses. However, the inability to replicate also results in
induction of a skewed immune response resulting in a strong humoral response rather than
a combined CTL and humoral immune response. For HIV, one example of an inactivated
vaccine was the Remune vaccine candidate consisting of an inactivated HIV particle devoid
of most of the gp120 protein and formulated in incomplete Freunds adjuvant (235). When
Remune initially was administered to HIV-infected individuals, a significant decrease in viral
load, a tendency of increased CD4+ T cell count and an increase in the HIV-specific immune
responses were observed. However, another clinical trial in HIV-infected patients on antiviral treatment was stopped because no difference was found between patients receiving
the vaccine and those who did not (257).
5.3 RECOMBINANT SUBUNIT VACCINES
As an alternative to using the whole virion as a vaccine one can use proteins, often the
surface proteins, from a microbe. Protein vaccines mainly induce antibody responses (in
additional to T cell helper responses), and this vaccine modality is today used successfully
against for instance hepatitis B and human papilloma virus. In contrast to attenuated or
inactivated vaccines, pure subunit vaccines lack pathogen associated molecular patterns
(PAMPs) and are thus unable to induce strong innate immune reactivity that in turn
augments development of strong and long-lasting adaptive immune responses. Therefore
subunit vaccines often require the use of adjuvants, i.e. a substance that augments the
vaccine-specific immune responses, to mimic the natural course of infection. The most used
adjuvant is alum, one of the few licensed adjuvants, which is classically used to augment the
humoral response to subunit vaccines such as the tetanus, diphtheria and hepatitis A
vaccines. Alum acts via the formation of a depot from which the vaccine is slowly released
and by the induction of inflammatory responses by APCs. More recently, however, alum has
been shown to also act via the induction of ureic acid that recruits and activates DCs (134).
Still, other adjuvants may be better suited for subunit vaccines (for a review see (194)).
For HIV, most subunit vaccine candidates have been based on the Env spike as this is the
only protein displayed on the surface of the viral particle. Thus this is the sole viral
component that is accessible to neutralizing antibodies that can confer sterilizing immunity
before integration and permanent infection. The vaccine candidate that has received most
attention is the AIDSVAX rgp120 vaccine developed by VaxGen for prophylaxis (4). Initial
phase I and II trials showed promising results with regard to safety and immunogenicity and
two phase III trials in uninfected volunteers were conducted. The first trial enrolled 5000
participants, mainly men who have sex with men, and was conducted predominantly in
North America using a subtype B rgp120. The second trial was performed in Thailand
recruiting about 2500 intravenous drug users employing a mixture of subtype B and E rgp120
vaccine to better mimic the HIV subtypes present in the region. Although promising results
were obtained in the initial immunogenicity studies, there were no significant differences in
the numbers of newly infected individuals between the participants receiving the vaccine
and the ones receiving placebo (adjuvant only) (clinicaltrials.gov). The AIDSVAX rgp120
subtype B and E vaccine has however successfully been used for boosting a viral vector
vaccine in a phase III efficacy trial in Thailand (further described in section 5.5.2 Virallyvectored vaccines) (202). Also repeated vaccination of HIV-infected individuals with a
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recombinant gp160 antigen has been attempted and demonstrated a decreased mortality in
AIDS during a 2-year period. However, after 3 years this initial advantage was lost (213).
In addition to vaccines based on HIV Env, there are several examples of recombinant subunit
vaccines based on other HIV proteins, for example recombinant Tat (51). Also virus-like
particles (VLPs), consisting of self-assembled Gag and Env proteins that form particles
resembling HIV but lacking the genome, enzymes and regulatory proteins, are being
explored (68).
5.4 PEPTIDE VACCINES
In a peptide vaccine, short stretches of amino acids (normally between 8 to 30 amino acids)
representing either strong Th or CTL epitopes are used as immunogens. This vaccine
technology possesses advantages such as easy production and the possibility to rapidly alter
the amino acid composition. Peptide-based vaccines are however normally less
immunogenic than proteins and typically require the use of strong adjuvants or linkage to
carrier or adjuvant proteins (33, 34) to induce an immune response. Recently a peptide
vaccine termed HIV-LIPO-5, containing five long peptides from HIV Gag, Pol and Nef coupled
to a lipid tail, was reported to induce sustained CD4 and CD8 T cell responses in a phase II
placebo-controlled trial (211). Interestingly, the low dose group receiving only 50 µg of each
peptide generated as strong responses as did the high dose group receiving 500 µg of each
peptide. Therefore the lower dose will be used in further trials examining the efficacy of this
vaccine. Another peptide vaccine, Vacc-4x, consists of four peptides representing conserved
regions of Gag p24. Vacc-4x adjuvanted by recombinant granulocyte macrophage colonystimulating factor (rGM-CSF) induced cell-mediated immune responses in HIV-infected
individuals in a phase II trial (137). Importantly, 1,5 years after completing the study the
magnitude of cell-mediated immune responses were unchanged and the magnitude of
cellular responses predicted if resumption of HAART was needed (138).
5.5 GENETIC VACCINES
During the last two decades much of the focus for HIV vaccine development has been on
genetic vaccines, either in the form of DNA plasmids or recombinant viral vectors. Genetic
vaccine antigens are being expressed within transfected cells and thus have the potential to
be presented by the immune system in the same way as antigens of intracellular microbes.
Therefore, depending on the type of antigen being expressed, this vaccine regimen can
induce both cellular and humoral immune response. Today many clinical HIV vaccine trials
are based on genetic vaccines.
5.5.1 Plasmid DNA vaccines
In the early 1990’s it was discovered that DNA plasmids could be used as vaccine vectors.
These first studies showed that genes encoding influenza antigens could protect mice from
subsequent infection with pathogenic influenza virus (82, 237). The finding resulted in
interest in this safe and seemingly effective non-live vaccine approach. Furthermore,
plasmid-based DNA vaccines can induce both cellular and humoral immune responses
without being hampered by the anti-vector immunity observed for the attenuated viruses or
the bacterial vaccine vectors (45). Soon after the initial findings, the first DNA vaccine
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encoding the HIV gp160 antigen were constructed and shown to induce strong and balanced
immune responses in mice (246).
In the late 1990’s Wahren and colleagues performed the first clinical trial examining the
safety, tolerability and immunogenicity of a DNA vaccine. The trial enrolled nine
asymptomatic and untreated HIV-infected persons who were administered plasmids
encoding HIV Rev, Nef and Tat. The vaccine was safe and tolerable, and induced cellular
immune responses to all three antigens (52). Weiner et al conducted a study in
asymptomatic HIV-infected volunteers that examined the immunogenicity of a DNA vaccine
encoding HIV Env and Rev. Although safe and tolerable, no significant differences in the
number of CD4+ T cells, plasma viral load or strength of immune responses were observed
(164). Later, using DNA vaccines encoding additional HIV antigens, Weiner and colleges
observed increased CTL responses and a moderate effect on the viremia of HIV-infected
individuals on HAART since the number of viral blips (transient elevations of HIV RNA levels)
were fewer in the vaccine group than in the placebo group (165). Since then DNA vaccines
encoding antigens from numerous pathogens as well as from tumors have been explored
and there are now several DNA vaccines licensed for veterinary use (26, 63, 87). Additionally,
the induction of protection against SIV and SHIV infection (36, 81, 101, 129) in non-human
primates raises hope for an effective plasmid-based HIV vaccine in humans.
In an attempt to target the vast genetic variability of HIV, we have designed an HIV DNA
vaccine candidate termed HIVIS that represents several HIV genes from different subtypes
(238). This multigene/multiclade vaccine encodes Env (subtypes A, B and C), Gag (subtypes A
and B) and Rev and an inactivated RT (subtype B). HIVIS has been proven to induce strong
immune responses both in animals and humans (18, 44, 212). The HIVIS vaccine will be
further discussed in the following sections.
In addition to the multi-subtype approach, consensus and polyvalent mosaic immunogens
are being explored with the aim to induce cell-mediated immune responses that recognize
diverse subtypes and strains of HIV. As the name suggests, consensus genes are based on
the most common amino acid sequence of a particular subtype of HIV (151, 268). Mosaic
immunogens, on the other hand, are designed by in silico recombination to maximize the
coverage of potential T cell epitopes for a given viral population (78). All these approaches
have been shown to expand the number of epitopes recognized (breadth) and the crossrecognition of variants of certain epitopes (depth) of HIV-specific immune responses as
compared to natural sequences in preclinical studies. Mosaic immunogens have been shown
to be superior to the corresponding natural or consensus sequences in terms of breadth and
depth of HIV-specific immune responses in rhesus monkeys (21, 215). A recent study of
PBMCs from HIV-infected individuals demonstrated that a mosaic Gag immunogen was
properly processed and presented and that the cross-clade recognition was enhanced as
compared to the recognition of natural sequences also on the human MHC background
(185).
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5.5.1.1 Features of a vaccine plasmid
To function as an expression vector the plasmid is required to contain basic elements
including: 1) an origin of replication (ORI) that allows for the replication of the plasmid in
bacteria; 2) an antibiotic resistance gene for selective growth (although selection markers
are not a requirement, and might be excluded in future plasmid vaccines due to safety
concerns); 3) a strong eukaryotic promoter to initiate transcription of the encoded protein;
and 4) a polyadenylation (poly-A) signal in the 3’ end of the gene to stabilize the mRNA (Fig.
4). Additional modifications including the addition of a Kozak sequence just upstream of the
translational start of the gene enhances translation and hence increases expression (136).
Antibiotic
resistance
gene

Promoter

Vaccine
gene

Origin of
replication

Poly-A
signal

Figure 4. The plasmid DNA vector

5.5.1.2 Protein expression and induction of an immune response
Plasmid DNA vaccines can be injected intradermally (i.d.) or intramuscularly (i.m.) or
administered via the mucosal surfaces (orally, intranasally, intravaginally or intrarectally).
Transfection is thought to occur via endocytosis, transient membrane pores or even receptor
mediated uptake (265). Inside the cell, the host cell machinery transports the plasmid to the
nucleus and transcribes the gene into mRNA, which is then translated into protein in the
cytoplasm. The endogenously produced antigen can then be degraded by the proteasome
complex into shorter peptides, typically 8-10 amino acids long, that can be associated with
the MHC class I molecules in the endoplasmatic reticulum (ER) and transported through the
Golgi network to the cell membrane (Fig. 5). The complex is then presented to the TCR on
the CD8+ T cells that, in the presence of the proper co-stimulatory signals, induce an
antigen-specific cellular immune response.
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Figure 5. Immune response after plasmid DNA vaccination
Moreover, if a secretion signal is present in the expressed protein, it can be transported to
the cell surface and either be bound to the membrane or secreted and can then stimulate
humoral responses. Secreted proteins can bind to antibodies on B cells or be endocytosed by
other APCs. Subsequent degrading and association of the peptides with the MHC class II
molecules takes place in the lysosome. The resulting peptide/MHC complex is transported to
the cell surface and presented to the TCRs on the CD4+ T cells, which in turn augments the
production of antibodies by B cells and class-switching to the production of IgG from IgM
(Fig. 5).
Antigen presentation by the different parts of the immune system is, however, not a static
process. This is highlighted by the occurrence of cross-presentation and autophagy. Cross
presentation is the event when antigens not produced endogenously in a given cell are
degraded and presented via the MHC class I pathway. This way of priming the immune
system has been suggested to play a major role in the induction of immune responses after
vaccination with genetic vaccines (80, 89). Autophagy is the process when endogenously
produced antigens are degraded by the lysosome and presented via the MHC class II
pathway. Either way, the APCs travel to the draining lymph nodes where they present the
antigen to the lymphocytes and stimulate the induction of an antigen-specific immune
response.
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5.5.1.3 Means of increasing the immunogenicity of DNA vaccines
DNA vaccines, despite their ability to induce strong immune responses in animal models,
have not yet met the success in humans that was anticipated. Therefore, many strategies are
being employed in efforts to enhance the potency of DNA vaccines. As the level of
expression of the vaccine antigen most often correlates with immunogenicity (papers I, III
and (11, 131, 236)) it is important to optimize the antigen expression. Besides using a potent
plasmid vector, a simple and standard method is to increase the expression by codonoptimization of the gene. By replacing the wild-type codons with the codons more
frequently used in mammalian cells a better expression and stronger immune responses are
obtained in animals including humans (96). Examples of other strategies employed to
increase the immunogenicity of DNA vaccines is the removal of inhibitory sequences that are
often present in microbial genes and results in reduced levels of transcription (56, 222). It is
also possible to genetically link the antigen to a secretory signal that allows for an increased
antigen excretion and therefore an increased antibody response (58, 122). Instead of using
plasmids encoding antigen alone, plasmids encoding an antigen plus an alphavirus replicon
(self-replicating mRNA) are used to enhance expression of the encoded antigen (reviewed in
(159)). This approach also augments the immunogenicity by the induction of apoptosis
resulting in cross-priming, and by the stimulation of innate immune responses (150, 184,
221).
In addition, various ways to deliver the plasmids and the use of potent adjuvants are being
explored to augment the immunogenicity and thereby reduce the number of immunizations
and/or the amount of antigen needed, or to tilt the immune response in a desired direction
(i.e. Th1 or Th2) (reviewed in (6)).
5.5.1.3.1 Physical delivery systems
The first delivery device employed to increase the transfection efficacy and thereby
immunogenicity of DNA vaccines was the gene gun where the vaccine DNA plasmids are
coated on gold particles and shot into the skin. The use of this device drastically increases
the uptake of plasmids into the cell, resulting in an increased protein expression and
immune response (82). Protective antibody titers to hepatitis B were induced after
vaccination with a DNA vaccine encoding the hepatitis B surface antigen in human (205).
Although efficient, the fact that only small amounts of DNA can be delivered using this
method limits the relevance of this technology. Moreover, the gene gun was shown to
primarily induce Th2-tilted immune responses (162, 250) which limit the use of the gene gun
when CTL responses are desired.
SyriJet Mark II (Mizzy, Inc), Biojector and ZetaJet (both from Bioject Medical Technologies,
Inc.) devices are potentially more useful delivery devices for DNA vaccines. Like the gene
gun, these are needle-free devices, but instead of administering the DNA via gold particles
the vaccine is propelled into the skin or muscle as a stream of liquid, thus distributing the
DNA to a large area and a large number of cells (15). We have successfully used the SyriJet
and Biojector to deliver DNA vaccines in both preclinical (papers III, IV and (39, 40, 42, 44,
162)) and clinical trials (163, 212), and the ZetaJet device is being employed in an ongoing
clinical trial (described below). Another advantage of the needle-free approach is the
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reduced risk for transmission of blood-borne diseases from either accidental needle sticks or
reuse of contaminated syringes.
In terms of invasive delivery devices, a conventional tattoo apparatus that repeatedly
penetrates the skin and thereby delivers the vaccine can be used (28, 198, 243). However, it
is rather difficult to target the correct dermal layer of the skin using this device and tattooing
is regarded as painful. The currently most potent approach for delivering plasmid vaccines is
in vivo electroporation (EP). This method has since long been used in in vitro settings to
transfect both pro- and eukaryotic cells. It was first utilized in vivo for the delivery of a
chemotherapeutic drug into tumors. It is now also employed in vivo to increase the uptake
of plasmids after/during DNA immunization (171, 262). The mechanisms by which EP
increases plasmid uptake is thought to be via the transient formation of pores in the cell
membrane, which increases the influx of plasmids into cells (228), and by the recruitment of
leukocytes to the site of injection (158, 206). EP is typically applied i.d. or i.m., as determined
by the length of the needles and electrodes used. In addition to the invasive needle
electrodes, non-invasive electrodes in the format of plates or wires that are placed to cover
the injection site are being used. These non-invasive methods have, however, not been
proven as effective as using needle electrodes (92, 158). There are a number of different
devices used for EP following DNA injection including the MedPulser and CELLECTRA (both
from Inovio Pharmaceuticals, Inc.) for i.m. delivery and Derma Vax (Fig. 6) (Cellectis
Bioresearch, former Cyto Pulse Sciences Inc.) and CELLECTRA (Inovio) for i.d. delivery. There
are also devices designed to both deliver the vaccine and EP (TriGrid [Ichor Medical Systems,
Inc.] and Elgen [Inovio]). More recently an EP device simultaneously targeting both i.m. and
i.d. tissues has been developed (157). As evidenced in experiments in both mice and guinea
pigs, the device, termed Dual-Depth Device, was shown to enhance both cell-mediated and
humoral immune responses compared to either approach alone. EP has been shown to
increase the immunogenicity of numerous vaccine antigens and is currently employed in
several clinical trials both against infectious disease and cancer (clinicaltrials.gov). EP is also
utilized for the administration of a DNA product licensed in Australia for pigs to increase the
litter size and growth of piglets (195).

Figure 6. The Derma Vax EP device, a needle electrode used for i.d. DNA delivery (206, 208),
and magnification of a cell membrane during electroporation (modified from (242) with
permission from the publisher).
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The first clinical trial evaluating the safety and immunogenicity of an HIV DNA vaccine
candidate (ADVAX) delivered by EP was recently conducted (254). Healthy volunteers were
injected i.m. with 0.2, 1 or 4 mg plasmid DNA using the TriGrid device (Ichor Medical
Systems, Inc.), and individuals receiving the high dose DNA without EP were included as a
control group. Immunizations were conducted at weeks 0 and 8, and the high dose group
received a third immunization at week 36. The study showed that the EP procedure was safe
and although rather modest cellular immune responses were induced, the addition of EP
increased cell-mediated responses by up to 70-fold as measured by IFN- ELISpot. Another
important finding was that the acceptability of the EP procedure was close to 100 percent,
which holds promise for further use of EP in the clinic. Other HIV DNA vaccine candidates
delivered by EP, including the PENNVAX™-B vaccine, are in different stages of phase I trials
(clinicaltrials.gov).
We have shown the advantage of using EP in mice (papers III, V and (42, 102, 103)), and we
are currently conducting a clinical trial in healthy volunteers in order to evaluate safety and
immunogenicity of the HIVIS vaccine delivered by EP using the Derma Vax EP device (Fig. 6
and table 1). The study, termed HIVIS07, includes priming immunizations with the previously
clinically evaluated 7-plasmid HIVIS vaccine and is planned to contain an extended HIVIS
vaccine containing additional plasmids encoding Gag of subtype C, and PR, Tat and Nef of
subtype B. As in previous HIVIS trials, the Env and Gag vaccine entities are divided in
separate limbs to avoid possible interference between antigens (43). DNA priming
immunizations are delivered i.d. by ZetaJet (Bioject Medical Technologies, Inc.) at weeks 0, 6
and 12. For some groups, DNA delivery by ZetaJet is immediately followed by EP. The study
also includes boosting immunizations with a recombinant viral vector (MVA-CMDR, further
described in section 5.5.2 Virally-vectored vaccines), with or without co-delivery of
recombinant trimeric gp140 of subtype C (rgp140C) (59). At the time of preparing this
manuscript the recruitment of volunteers and DNA immunizations were ongoing.

Group

#

DNA (w 0, 6, 12) i.d. with ZetaJet®

B1

10

DNA* (0,3+0,3 mg)

-

MVA-CMDR (10 PFU)

2

Saline

-

Saline

10

DNA*(0,3+0,3 mg)

+

MVA-CMDR (10 PFU)

2

Saline

+

Saline

10

DNA* (0,3+0,3 mg)

+

MVA-CMDR (10 PFU) + rgp140 (0,1 mg)

2

Saline

+

Saline

10

DNA**(0,3+0,3 mg)

+

MVA-CMDR (10 PFU)

2

Saline

+

Saline

B2

B3

B4

EP

Boost (w 24 and 40) i.m. with needle
8

8

8

8

Table 1. The HIVIS07 immunization protocol. The DNA is given as a 7 (*) or 11 (**) plasmid
mixture. The Gag- and Env- encoding vaccine plasmids are administered in different limbs to
avoid potential interference between the Gag and Env antigens (43).
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The enhanced transfection efficacy observed after EP delivery of DNA plasmids has raised
concerns of possible integration of the plasmid DNA into the host genome. A single study
where DNA was delivered i.m. in mice has reported an enhanced level of integration when
adding EP (253). The level of integration was however similar to the rate of spontaneous
gene-inactivating mutations (148), and in our hands, a high dose of the HIVIS vaccine
delivered i.d. to mice by jet injection followed by EP was shown to be safe and did not result
in integration of plasmid DNA into the host genome (41).
5.5.1.3.2 Adjuvants
Similar to recombinant subunit and peptide vaccines, DNA vaccines can be administered
with adjuvants to augment the development of strong and long-lasting adaptive immune
responses. However, unlike subunit and peptide-based vaccines, DNA vaccines can stimulate
innate immune responses by themselves. For example, the plasmid carries bacteria-derived
unmethylated cystidine-phosphate-guanosine (CpG) motifs in the plasmid backbone, which
may stimulate the innate immune system by signaling via the toll-like receptor (TLR) 9. Also
cellular molecules such as DNA-dependent activator of IFN regulatory factors (DAI) and the
TANK-binding kinase-1 (TBK-1), that both function as DNA sensors, can activate the innate
immune system upon interaction with double stranded DNA (118, 252). Still, addition of
non-endogenous adjuvants may be needed to induce more potent immune responses to
DNA vaccines, particularly in humans. In addition to the classical adjuvant alum (described in
section 5.3 Recombinant subunit vaccines), examples of more novel adjuvants that are used
in conjunction with DNA vaccines include immune stimulating TLR agonists and cytokines, as
well as formulations that can protect the DNA from degradation and/or increase the
transfection efficiency of the plasmid vaccine, resulting in strong immune responses.
TLRs are PRRs and are present on or within a wide range of innate immune cells. Subsequent
to the interaction of microbial material and immune receptors on APCs, a signaling cascade
is initiated that ultimately results in the activation of transcription factors such as NF- B. This
results in the production of cytokines and chemokines and upregulation of co-stimulatory
molecules on the APC. Signaling via TLRs can thus stimulate the adaptive immune system by
producing cytokines and cause migration of cells to the site of immunization (or infection).
Examples of TLR-agonists are double-stranded RNA, lipopolysacharides (LPS) on the surface
of the gram-negative bacteria, bacterial flagellin and single-stranded RNA. These PAMPs are
recognized by TLR3, TLR4, TLR5 and TLR7, respectively (53, 191). Hence, in addition to the
built-in adjuvant effect generated by CpG of DNA, one can further augment the vaccinespecific immune response by stimulating with other viral or bacterial derived components.
Examples of such adjuvants used with DNA vaccines are monophosphoryl lipid A (MPL) (a
non-toxic form of LPS), and imiquimod which is otherwise used to treat genital warts. These
adjuvants efficiently stimulate macrophages and DCs to engulf and present the vaccine
antigen and typically induce a Th1 type of immune response (217, 230).
Cytokines and chemokines are small molecules secreted by cells of the immune system that
act as signals to direct, coordinate and activate the immune response. When cytokines are
used as adjuvants for DNA vaccines they may be encoded by plasmids or given as proteins
prior to or simultaneously with the vaccine. Different cytokines can be used to direct the
immune response in a certain direction, e.g. direct to induce Th1 or Th2 responses. Examples
of classical Th1 cytokines are interleukin (IL)-2, IL-12 and IL-15, whereas cytokines usually
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inducing Th2 responses are IL-4, IL-7 and granulocyte macrophage colony-stimulating factor
(GM-CSF) (reviewed in (6)). We have used rGM-CSF to augment the immunogenicity of our
DNA vaccine. In mice, rGM-CSF delivered prior to vaccination was shown to be crucial for the
induction of strong humoral responses (44). This effect of GM-CSF was, however, not
observed in a clinical trial where the multigene HIVIS vaccine was delivered with or without
human rGM-CSF. Instead the participants receiving the adjuvant developed weaker immune
responses than the volunteers who received the vaccine alone (212). Also, individuals
receiving rGM-CSF displayed some adverse effects, stressing the possible negative features
of using cytokines for this purpose.
A function of many adjuvants/carriers is to create a depot effect, to protect the vaccine from
degradation and to enhance the entry of vaccines into the target cells. Examples of such
compounds are chemical formulations and lipid emulsions. The chemical formulations
include liposomes, polymers and nano- and microparticles, which protect the DNA plasmids
from degradation and facilitates the transport of DNA across the cell membrane by
neutralizing the negative charge of the vaccine plasmid (95). Emulsions are two-phased
systems, either oil-in-water or water-in-oil, that are typically used to augment humoral
responses against recombinant protein-based vaccines. Examples of emulsions that also acts
as adjuvants are Freunds complete or incomplete water-in-oil adjuvants, containing or
lacking bacteria (Mycobacteria) derived material, respectively (73), AS03 (GlaxoSmithKline)
oil-in-water adjuvant, and the MF59 (Novartis) oil-in-water adjuvant that activates APCs (71,
72). Both MF59 and AS03 are based on squalene. Squalene can be extracted from shark liver
oil, but plant sources have also been explored and shown to display similar potency as
animal-derived squalene in preclinical studies (46). AS03 was used as an adjuvant in the
pandemic H1N1 influenza vaccine Pandemrix (GlaxoSmithKline) after the outbreak in 2009.
The vaccine was effective (188), but reports of narcolepsy in vaccinated children (3, 104)
raised concern of a possible association between vaccination with Pandemrix and
narcolepsy. However, the excellent safety record of the squalene-based MF59 adjuvant (193,
234), which has been distributed in more than 45 million doses, suggests that squalene is not
responsible for the induced narcolepsy.
5.5.2 Virally-vectored vaccines
The use of viral vectors in vaccine research has raised the question of the impact of preexisting anti-vector immunity as infections of some of the parental viruses may be prevalent
in the target population (e.g. Adenovirus of subtype 5 [Ad5]). Alternatively, previous
immunizations using attenuated or inactivated virus as vaccines (e.g. measles) (98) may also
generate immunity that may affect the subsequent use of the virus as a vector.
Nevertheless, viral vectors are commonly used and two families of viruses frequently
employed in the HIV vaccine research are Pox- and Adenoviruses (reviewed in (45)).
Despite the huge success in eradicating smallpox, the safety profile of Vaccinia virus was
questioned as the non-attenuated vaccinia virus can cause severe disease in
immunocompromised individuals (189). In order to attenuate the virus, it was extensively
passaged in calves, donkeys and chicken cells (29). As this was done in Ankara, Turkey, one
of the attenuated strains was named Modified Vaccinia Virus Ankara (MVA). Due to the now
well established safety profile of MVA including in immunocompromised individuals, and to
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its successful use as a vector for a licensed animal rabies vaccine (Raboral VR-G), this virus is
considered suitable to use as a vector for human vaccines. A recombinant MVA encoding HIV
Env (subtype E), Gag and a PR and RT fusion protein (subtype A), termed MVA-CMDR, has
been used in our trials. It induces relatively weak immune responses, and mainly against the
Env component when administered as a single modality in humans (2). However, when the
vector is used to boost HIV DNA-primed responses, it is highly efficient and augments both
Gag- and Env-specific responses (212) providing a rationale for the extensive use of MVA as
well as the related vaccinia NYVAC virus (105) in prime-boost settings.
Another vector that is based on a Poxvirus is the canarypox virus ALVAC, which does not
replicate in human cells. ALVAC-HIV (Sanofi Pasteur), encoding HIV Env (subtypes B and E),
Gag and PR (subtype B), has successfully been evaluated for safety and immunogenicity in
humans for priming responses prior to boosting with the AIDSVAX rgp120 vaccine (subtypes
B/E) (described in section 5.3 Recombinant subunit vaccines) (186). A large placebocontrolled efficacy trial, RV144, conducted in Thailand enrolled 16 000 uninfected individuals
and was completed in October 2009. Encouragingly, this is the first HIV vaccine candidate
that has shown a moderate but significant protection (31,2%, p=0.04) against infection (202).
However, no difference in viral load was seen in vaccinated individuals who were
subsequently diagnosed with HIV. Numerous immunologic assays analyzing both humoral
and cellular immune reactivity have been performed (166). During the AIDS Vaccine 2011
meeting in Bangkok it was announced that the vaccine combination used in the RV144 trial
induced antibodies directed to the V2 loop of gp120, containing the conserved binding site
for the integrin 4 7 (1). The active form of integrin 4 7 is present on memory CD4+ T
cells in the mucosa and can be bound by gp120 (12). The V2-specific antibodies might thus
block this binding and can therefore be a contributing factor in the prevention of HIV
acquisition.
Replication-deficient Adenoviruses have been extensively used in experimental studies as
vaccine vectors; the most commonly used vectors are based on Ad5. A vaccine candidate
developed by Merck encoding HIV Gag, Pol and Nef of subtype B was shown to be safe and
immunogenic when used as a single vaccine modality in a phase I trial (200), and a placebocontrolled phase IIB study was performed to test the efficacy of this vaccine. The study,
termed STEP, enrolled 3000 uninfected individuals at high risk of HIV-infection. The trial was
however discontinued due to futility (49, 174). The interim analysis showed that there was a
higher HIV-incidence in the vaccine group as compared to the placebo group, and there was
no effect of the vaccine on the viral load in the infected individuals. Subsequent multivariate
analysis determined that the group of volunteers with the greatest risk of acquiring HIV were
uncircumcised men with pre-existing Ad5 immunity (49). However, further analyses have
reduced the confidence in any association of the pre-existing Ad5 immunity on acquiring
infection (115). These results left the field cautious and reluctant to initiate new trials with
Ad5, and emphasis has now been changed into bringing vectors based on other serotypes of
adenoviruses with lower seroprevalences into the clinic (20). The failure of the STEP trial was
naturally a huge drawback for the field of HIV vaccine research at the time, but the more
recent RV144 trial has raised the hopes for genetic vaccines and emphasizes the importance
of heterologous prime-boost vaccination strategies. In addition, considering the recent
finding of V2-specific antibodies in the RV144 trial (1), the fact that the recombinant Ad5
used in the STEP trial did not contain an Env immunogen might explain the lack of efficacy.
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5.5.2.1 Heterologous prime-boost immunization
The combination of more than one vaccine modality has been shown to strengthen and
broaden the immune response for several HIV vaccine candidates, and today most clinical
trials based on genetic HIV vaccines utilize this strategy (clinicaltrials.gov). In our clinical trials
in Stockholm and Tanzania the multigene/multisubtype HIVIS vaccine has successfully been
combined with MVA-CMDR encoding similar but not identical HIV antigens as a boost (18,
212, 214). The main advantage of this strategy is the combination of the capacity of DNA to
prime a highly specific, but usually rather weak, response and the capacity of the viral
vector, with its inherited immune stimulating components, to efficiently boost these HIV
antigen-specific responses. By priming the immune system, the recombinant vaccine
antigens, encoded both by the plasmid and by the viral vector, have an immunological
advantage over the other viral vector antigens and this allows for a very efficient expansion
of the vaccine antigen-specific immune response over the components in the viral vector.
This strategy also circumvents the effects of the vector-specific immune responses that
otherwise may lower the efficacy of repeated injections of the vector (111, 269). Another
frequently used heterologous prime-boost approach is DNA priming followed by protein
boosting. Although a recombinant subunit vaccine is unable to induce CTL responses and
potent enough HIV-specific antibody responses when used as a single vaccine modality,
combining DNA prime and protein boost immunizations has been shown to enhance both
cellular and humoral immune responses (19, 60). Moreover, increased quality of the
antibody response, both in terms of avidity and neutralization capacity, has been reported in
rabbits (204, 239, 247, 249) and human vaccine trials (248). Also priming with viral vectors
and boosting with protein was successfully performed in the RV144 trial, which is perhaps
the most convincing evidence for the efficacy of the prime-boost approach using genetic and
subunit vaccines. In paper V we describe how we further expand the HIVIS prime-MVACMDR boost protocol by adding the rgp140C vaccine candidate as a second boost.
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6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
6.1 INCREASED EXPRESSION AND IMMUNOGENICITY OF HIV-1 PR FOLLOWING
INACTIVATION OF THE ENZYMATIC ACTIVITY (PAPER I)
In an attempt to make an effective vaccine despite the vast genetic variability of HIV we
included several HIV genes of different subtypes in our HIV vaccine (212, 238). To further
broaden the immune response we aim to further study HIV genes, including the gene
encoding viral PR. HIV PR is relatively conserved between viral strains (160), so this protein
could be suitable for use as a vaccine antigen that may provide cross-strain protection.
Different variants of a subtype B HIV-1 PR gene were constructed and cloned into the
pKCMV expression vector. The genes were codon-optimized in order to enhance expression,
and a mutation conferring inactivation of the enzymatic activity of PR (D25N) (132) and
mutations commonly induced in the protein during treatment with PR inhibitors (V84F/I84V)
were introduced. The inactivating mutation was mainly introduced for safety reasons, but
also in order to investigate whether the enzymatic activity affects expression and
immunogenicity of the protein. Such a phenomenon has been observed for plasmid-encoded
RT, which is less well expressed and thus less immunogenic when a mutation that inactivates
the enzymatic activity is introduced in the gene (117). Drug resistance mutations were
introduced to evaluate the possibility of raising immune responses against HIV resistant to
PR inhibitors (35) or to prevent the appearance of drug resistance mutations.
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Figure 7. PR-specific immune responses as measured by (A) IFN- ELISpot on splenocytes and
(B) ELISA on sera from BALB/c mice immunized with the different PR-encoding vaccine
plasmids. Bars represent mean values and important significant differences are marked **
(p<0.01)
By inactivating PR, both in vitro expression and immunogenicity of the protein in BALB/c (Fig.
7) and in HLA-A0201 transgenic C57Bl/6 mice were significantly increased. This finding is the
opposite of what has been observed for plasmid-encoded RT and raises the question of how
the mutation that inactivates the enzymatic activity of PR affects the expression and
immunogenicity. For PR, several mechanisms are possible. One explanation could be that
alternations in the nucleotide sequence generate secondary structures in the RNA
transcripts favoring translation. However, as the increased protein expression is observed for
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both wild type and codon-optimized protease genes, which have completely different
nucleotide sequences and thus different structures according to RNA-folding prediction
software (rna.tbi.univie.ac.at/cgi-bin/RNAfold.cgi), this is most probably not the cause of the
differences in expression levels. Another explanation for the increased expression of the
inactivated PR could be that active PR causes cytotoxic effects as it can induce apoptosis by
cleaving several cellular proteins (30). We have, however, not observed any difference in
pathogenic effects caused by active or inactive PR in vitro. We thus conclude that it seems
unlikely that cytotoxicity can explain the low immunogenicity induced by the active protein.
Hence, further studies are needed to reveal the mechanism linking the enzymatic activity to
the immunogenicity of the PR protein.
The strong immunogenicity of inactivated PR was also retained when the gene was delivered
as a part of the HIVIS multigene vaccine, indicating that the presence of an additional
immunogen did not, in this case, hamper the vaccine-responses to PR (Fig. 6). The drug
resistance mutations did however reduce the immunogenicity, and we could show that this
was due to the fact that the immunodominant H2Dd (BALB/c) and the HLA-A0201 epitopes in
PR are located in the region where these mutations occur (data not shown). Encouragingly,
immunizing with wild type PR generated reactivity against both wild type- and drug resistant
protein.
Taken together, our data demonstrate an efficient strategy to increase the immunogenicity
of HIV-1 PR and induce strong immune responses against wild type as well as drug resistant
PR. Another vaccine candidate that contains PR is the ALVAC-HIV vaccine that is a part of the
vaccine that was used in the RV144 trial. However, no PR-specific responses have been
reported from this trial (202) nor from other trials where the ALVAC-HIV (231) or other
vaccines encoding PR has been included (140, 273). The lack of information regarding the
immunogenicity of PR in different vaccine constructs might be a consequence of a limited
immune response.
A recent publication by Kim et al demonstrated that plasmid-encoded HIV PR, in addition to
proteolytic activity, has a chaperone-like activity that can enhance the processing and
thereby presentation of various gene products in BALB/c and C57BL/6 mice (130). This
activity was enhanced when the proteolytic activity of PR was inactivated by the D25N
mutation. We therefore, in a separate study, evaluated whether our inactivated PR construct
could enhance cell-mediated immunogenicity of the HIVIS vaccine in BALB/c mice. In our
hands, however, neither Gag- nor Env-specific immune responses were enhanced when
those plasmids were co-delivered with our inactivated PR construct (data not shown). Future
clinical trials will establish if this is true also in human.
6.2 COMPARISON OF PLASMID VACCINE IMMUNIZATION
INTRADERMAL IN VIVO ELECTROPORATION (PAPER II)

SCHEDULES

USING

EP is becoming a more and more commonly used method for enhancing the immunogenicity
of DNA vaccines (see section 4.5.1.3.1 Physical delivery systems). Although EP can be used to
deliver DNA i.d. or i.m., i.m. delivery of DNA has been most extensively studied. DNA vaccine
delivery to skin is however gaining more attention due to the large population of APCs
present in the dermis and the relative ease of administration (14, 125, 207, 208). As an
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example of the advantages of using the i.d. route, a low dose HIVIS vaccine delivered i.d. by
jet injection has been shown to be superior to a higher dose HIVIS delivered i.m. by jet
injection for priming MVA-CMDR boosting immunizations (18). Today numerous preclinical,
and some clinical trials (clinicaltrials.gov), employing i.d. EP immunizations are being
conducted. These immunization protocols, however, differ in terms of the number of
immunizations, the interval between them and the amount of DNA delivered. Hence, in this
study we investigated various parameters for i.d. immunization of BALB/c mice using an HIV
Gag immunogen (40, 212) in mice. The different parameters being assessed were i.d. EP
compared to i.m. injection without EP, the choice of priming (i.m. or i.d. EP), the number of
immunizations (one, two, or three), and the interval between immunizations (4 or 8 weeks).
In addition, a novel IFN- /IL-2 FluoroSpot assay was evaluated and immune responses were
compared to those of conventional IFN- and IL-2 ELISpot assays.
Results from the cellular (Fig. 8) and humoral (data not shown) assays showed that i.d. EP
immunizations (with 15 g DNA) induced stronger IFN- , IL-2, IFN- /IL-2 and antibody
responses than the same number of i.m. immunizations with a higher dose of DNA (50 g).
In fact, one i.d. EP immunization induced a similar magnitude of immune responses as those
induced by three i.m. immunizations, supporting the growing collection of evidence that the
use of EP can reduce the number of immunizations needed and that EP can act in a dosesparing manner.
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Figure 8. Cellular immune responses measured by IFN- /IL-2 FluoroSpot and IFN- and IL-2
ELISpot. Individual (FluoroSpot and IFN- ELISpot) and pooled (IL-2 ELISpot) splenocytes were
stimulated with a p24GagB peptide pool ten days post the last immunization. Important
significant differences in IFN- /IL-2 FluoroSpot (C) are marked *(p<0.05) and **(p<0.01), and
are true also for IFN- (A) and IL-2 (B) FluoroSpot. Bars and error bars represent mean and
standard error of the mean, respectively.
Heterologous prime-boost immunizations with i.m. priming and i.m. EP boosting have been
shown to induce superior immune responses compared to repeated i.m. EP immunizations
(48). In our study, however, we show that repeated i.d. EP immunizations were superior to
i.m. priming followed by an i.d. EP boost for inducing antibody responses (data not shown).
In contrast, for cellular responses, there was only a trend in favour of repeated i.d. EP
immunizations over i.m. priming and i.d. EP boosting (Fig. 8). The discrepancy in results
between studies might be due to the different numbers of immunizations. Also the route of
immunization might have determined the outcome as the i.d. route has been shown to
induce superior humoral immune responses (109, 142) compared to i.m. immunizations.
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In terms of the number of immunizations, two and three i.d. EP immunizations induced
similar and high magnitudes of immune responses, whereas one immunization induced
weaker cell-mediated (Fig. 8) and antibody (data not shown) responses than multiple
immunizations. This observation is probably a result of an increased amount of the
immunogen after an increased number of immunizations. Moreover, having a 4- or 8-week
interval between immunizations did not have an effect on the antibody response (data not
shown), whereas a 4 week interval between immunizations was superior to an interval of 8
weeks in terms of IFN- and IL-2 production (Fig. 8). A similar set up was evaluated in rhesus
monkeys, and that study showed that the length of the interval between i.d. priming and
boosting immunizations did not significantly affect the antibody responses (172). In contrast,
for i.m. immunizations, antibody responses were significantly stronger with a longer
immunization interval. Again, the discrepancy in results between studies might be a
consequence of the choice of route and method of immunization. We then conducted a
kinetic study to further distinguish between the immunization schedules inducing the
highest immune responses, i.e. repeated i.d. EP immunizations with a 4-week immunization
interval. The cellular and humoral immune responses resembled those induced in the initial
study and lasted throughout the study (data not shown) (213 days).
The FluoroSpot and ELISpot assays gave similar results for IFN- responses (Fig. 8), with no
significant difference for any of the nine groups included in this study, confirming the
sensitivity of the FluoroSpot assay. The higher levels of IL-2 secretion detected in the
FluoroSpot assay were most probably due to the co-stimulatory anti-CD28 antibody that was
added to the cells during incubation in order to compensate for the capturing of IL-2 by the
anti-IL-2 coating antibodies. Hence, we demonstrated that the FluoroSpot assay is as
sensitive as conventional ELISpot assay and can thus serve as a potent alternative for
assessing bifunctional vaccine-induced cellular immune responses.
Taken together, these results show that a straightforward protocol using repeated i.d. EP
immunizations with a rather short immunization interval induces strong and long-lived
immune responses. This approach would be better than heterologous prime-boost
immunizations with microbial vectors or recombinant proteins for boosting immunizations
due to the ease of development and manufacturing of plasmids. Additionally, plasmid-based
vaccines delivered by EP in preclinical experiments have proven to be superior to viral
vectors in some settings. Hirao et al demonstrated this in a study where rhesus macaques
were immunized with either DNA or Ad5 encoding similar SIV antigens. It was observed that
the DNA approach induced higher magnitudes and more polyfunctional profiles of cellular
immune responses than the Ad5 approach (111). Additionally, Ad5, as opposed to DNA, was
unable to boost the initial immunization, which highlights the issue of anti-vector immunity
after repeated immunizations with viral vectors. However, in other studies, including the
STEP trial, pre-existing anti-vector immunity did not impact on the antigen-specific immune
responses (98, 115).
6.3 IMMUNIZATION WITH A COMBINATION OF INTRADERMAL JET INJECTION AND
ELECTROPORATION OVERCOME DOSE RESTRICTIONS OF DNA VACCINES (PAPER III)
The use of optimized physical delivery devices has been shown to enhance the potency of
DNA vaccines. In this study we evaluated in vivo antigen expression and immunogenicity in
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mice after i.d. immunization with DNA vaccines using needle injection or Biojector delivery
(see section 5.5.1.3.1 Physical delivery systems), with or without the addition of EP. BALB/c
mice were immunized i.d. once or twice with doses ranging between 10-1000 g
pKCMVp37B (40, 212) or pVax-Luc (206). Both plasmids were injected via syringe or by
Biojector, with 10 and 100 l DNA solutions diluted in saline, respectively.
We first evaluated immune responses induced following delivery with Biojector alone or
with needle injections followed by EP. We also examined whether we could enhance
immune responses by increasing the vaccine dose from a low dose (10 g) to a, for mice,
rather extreme vaccine dose (1000 g for Biojector and 100 g for needle plus EP). To avoid
dose limitations by volume restrictions when delivering DNA vaccines i.d., we used plasmid
preparations with concentrations of up to 10 g/ l. Cellular and humoral responses were
measured by IFN- ELISpot and ELISA, respectively, and showed that needle plus EP induced
stronger immune responses than Biojector for both high and low vaccine doses, even though
less DNA was delivered by needle and EP (100 vs.1000 g) (Fig. 9). Furthermore, although
there was a 10-100 times difference in DNA dose between the groups of mice receiving the
high and the low dose, both Biojector and needle plus EP delivery induced similar
magnitudes of immune responses after immunization with the high and the low dose (Fig.
9). We therefore hypothesized that a dose-plateau appeared prior to or at the low dose, that
prevented further amplification of immune responses (79, 85, 114, 168, 216, 245). Other
studies delivering DNA with needle or with needle plus EP have shown that the DNA vaccinespecific immune responses were enhanced when the dose was divided between several
injection sites (85, 245). Here we demonstrate that this applies for antibody responses after
Biojector immunizations (Fig. 9).
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Figure 9. Impact of DNA vaccine dose and i.d. delivery devices on immunogenicity. BALB/c
mice were immunized twice at week 0 and 4 with different numbers of injections and doses
of pKCMVp37B, either by Biojector (BJ) or with needle followed by EP (EP) (A) Cellular
responses were determined by IFN- ELISpot on splenocytes collected two weeks after the
last immunization. A peptide pool representing Gag p24B was used to stimulate splenocytes.
(B) Binding antibodies to Gag p17/p24B was assessed by ELISA on serum collected two weeks
post the last immunization. Bars represent mean values. ns=not significant. *Significant
difference (p<0.05).
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We then examined the combined effect of Biojector and EP (data not shown). Again, BALB/c
mice were immunized twice with 10 g pKCMVp37B by needle (10 g in 10 l) or Biojector
(10 g in 100 l), with or without the addition of EP. The addition of EP enhanced the
immune responses of both needle and Biojector immunizations. However, in these settings
neither Biojector alone nor the combination of Biojector and EP performed better than
needle or needle plus EP, respectively. Similar observations have been reported when
comparing the efficacy of needle and Biojector DNA vaccine delivery i.d. in pigs (15), or i.m.
in cynomolgus monkeys (201). However, since a more concentrated DNA has been reported
to correlate with stronger immune responses (110, 251), the inability of Biojector
immunizations to induce stronger immune responses than needle immunizations might be
explained by the more diluted DNA being injected by Biojector in our experiments (as 100 l
is the smallest volume that can be delivered by the Biojector).
The combined effect of Biojector and EP on in vivo protein expression after Biojector plus EP
injections was further studied using a luciferase system (206). BALB/c mice were immunized
once with doses ranging from 10 to 1000 g of pVax-Luc or empty vector (pKCMV).
Luciferase expression was measured after intraperitoneal injection of the luciferin substrate
and monitoring using the Xenogen In Vivo Imaging System (IVIS). Expression was measured
4, 8, 11, 18 and 25 days post injection and immune responses were assessed by IFN- /IL-2
FluoroSpot. The FluoroSpot assay showed that the IFN- IL-2 and IFN- /IL-2 responses to a
MHC class I (H2-Kd) T cell restricted luciferase peptide (GFQSMYTFV) (156) increased with
increased dose of DNA and the level of antigen expression (at day 8) correlated with the
magnitude of cell-mediated immune responses (p<0.05) (data not shown).
In a subsequent experiment we examined the BJ plus EP immunization strategy with
different doses applied for the Gag-encoding DNA. BALB/c mice were immunized once with
doses ranging from 10 to 1000 g of pKCMVp37B or empty vector (pKCMV) mixed with 25
g pVax-Luc to examine the in vivo immunogenicity measured as the clearance of
pKCMVp37B and pVax-Luc transfected cells. The 25 g pVax-Luc dose was chosen as it does
not induce luciferase-specific immune responses (data not shown). Similar to immunizations
with pVax-Luc alone, mice receiving the highest dose of Gag-encoding DNA induced
significantly higher magnitudes of immune responses than mice immunized with the low
dose (Fig. 10). Also, increasing the DNA dose lead to a more rapidly decreased luminescence
and at day 25, a strong negative correlation between the frequency of IFN- IL-2 and IFN/IL-2 responses and level of luciferase expression was seen (data not shown), showing that
Gag-specific immune responses can clear cells co-transfected with Gag- and luciferaseencoding plasmids (7, 64, 94). Similar to the two initial studies with pKCMVp37B, the Gag
p24B peptide pool and the H2-Kd restricted AMQMLKETI peptide stimulated comparable
levels of cellular immune responses in the ELISpot and FluoroSpot assays (p<0.05 for all
groups), showing that the induced immune responses, including those responsible for the
clearance of Gag-expressing cells, are mainly of CD8+ T cell nature.
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Figure 10. Immunogenicity following Biojector plus EP immunizations with escalating doses
of Gag-encoding DNA. BALB/c mice were immunized once with 10-1000 g pKCMVp37B or
empty vector. (A) Spleens were collected 25 days after the single immunization, and IFNresponses were assessed by FluoroSpot. A Gag p24B peptide pool was used to assess Gagspecific cellular immune responses, and the H2-Kd restricted GFQSMYTFV (luciferase) peptide
was used to assess unspecific responses. (B) Antibody titers to Gag p17/p24B was assessed
by ELISA on serum collected 25 days post immunization. Bars represent mean values.
Important significant differences are marked *(p<0.05).
In summary, these studies demonstrate that a combination of Biojector and EP, but not
needle plus EP or Biojector alone, could overcome the observed dose restrictions and induce
strong cellular and antibody responses to a high dose DNA vaccine in mice. This is most
probably a consequence of enhanced transfection efficacy, in part by targeting a large
number of cells with Biojector, and in part by improved cellular uptake when adding EP. The
combination of Biojector plus EP has previously been studied in pigs (15). That study showed
that a combination of Biojector and EP lead to a more rapid induction of antibody responses
as compared to needle plus EP injections. However, there was no difference in the
magnitude of antibody titers. Although the high concentration and thus high doses of DNA
used in this study are difficult to translate into human settings, our results show that two
optimized DNA vaccine delivery devices can act together to overcome dose restrictions of
high doses of DNA.
6.4. COMBINING DNA TECHNOLOGIES AND DIFFERENT MODES OF IMMUNIZATION FOR
INDUCTION OF HUMORAL AND CELLULAR ANTI-HIV-1 IMMUNE RESPONSES (PAPER IV)
A successful DNA vaccine will most likely need to induce cellular as well as humoral antigenspecific immunity. In this study we approached this matter by combining two DNA vaccines,
one designed to primarily induce cellular responses, and one designed with the focus on
antibody responses. The cell-based vaccine, Auxo-GTU®-MultiHIV, encodes one long
polypeptide consisting of a fusion of the full-length regulatory proteins Rev, Nef and Tat as
well structural proteins p17 and p24. Additionally, the vaccine contains eleven 17–45 amino
acids long regions with MHC restricted T cell epitopes from the RT and Env proteins. The
antibody based vaccine consists of pKCMVgp160 and pKCMVrev encoding Env and Rev of
HIV subtype B. The vaccines were delivered by gene gun and Biojector, respectively.
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BALB/c mice were immunized weeks 0, 4 and 8 and cellular and humoral responses were
assessed after the last immunization by IFN- ELISpot and ELISA, respectively. rGM-CSF was
injected at the site of subsequent immunization to enhance antibody responses (44). Mice
immunized with the Auxo-GTU®-MultiHIV vaccine by gene gun induced the strongest IFNresponses (Figs. 11 a and b). Although mice immunized with both Auxo-GTU®-MultiHIV and
Env-/Rev-encoding plasmids induced considerable IFN- responses, the combination lowered
the IFN- responses to both Gag and Env. By including a group of mice receiving both
vaccines, but without the GM-CSF, we demonstrated that the co-administration of GM-CSF
was not responsible for the lowered cellular immune responses. IFN- responses to Rev and
Nef were not affected by the co-delivery. Instead there was a trend towards higher
responses to these two antigens after co-immunizing with the two different vaccines. We
hypothesize that one of the reasons for the discrepancy in cellular responses between the
structural and regulatory proteins is the choice of peptides used for re-stimulation in the
ELISpot assay. Since the Auxo-GTU®-MultiHIV vaccine induces almost solely CD8+ T cell
immune responses to Env and Gag (31), but a mixed CD4/CD8 response to Rev, we used
single MHC class I (H-2d) restricted peptides to assess Env and Gag responses, while the
respective complete peptide pools were used to assess Rev and Nef responses. Hence, it
could be that the interference between the two vaccines occurs solely at the CD8+ T cell
level and is not noticeable at the CD4+ T cell level. Also, we might not have seen this
phenomenon if the vaccines had been targeted to different tissues, and therefore different
lymphoid tissues, rather than solely targeting the lymph nodes of the skin with id Biojector
and gene gun immunizations.
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Figure 11. Vaccine-specific immune responses at the time of sacrifice. (A) ELISpot analyses.
IFN- secretion by splenocytes stimulated with either RGPGRAFVTI (gp120Env) or
AMQMLKETI (p24Gag). (B) ELISpot analyses. IFN- secretion by splenocytes stimulated with
peptides overlapping either Nef or Rev. (C) ELISA, levels of gp160-binding antibodies in
serum. *Significant differences (p<0.05). gg=gene gun, bj=Biojector.
As expected, strong Env-specific antibody responses were induced by the pKCMVgp160
vaccine delivered after injection of rGM-CSF (Fig. 11c). No negative interference was
observed after co-administration of the two vaccine plasmids. In summary we describe how
a slight reduction in cellular immune responses occurs after delivery of two different HIV
DNA vaccines. Still, considerable IFN- and antibody responses were induced when the two
vaccines were combined and with two different means of vaccine delivery.
6.5. A COMBINATION OF MULTIGENE/MULTISUBTYPE DNA, RECOMBINANT MODIFIED
VACCINIA ANKARA (MVA) AND PROTEIN HIV-1 CANDIDATES INDUCE STRONG CELLMEDIATED AND HUMORAL IMMUNE RESPONSES IN MICE (PAPER V)
We have reported that adding a MVA-CMDR boost to the HIVIS DNA priming immunizations
enhanced the magnitude and breath of HIV-specific immune responses (40, 212). We have
expanded the heterologous prime-boost immunization approach by adding yet another
vaccine candidate, a recombinant gp140C (rgp140C) protein (59). Hence we studied the
ability of MVA-CMDR, rgp140C or both vaccine modalities to boost responses induced by i.d.
immunizations with the HIVIS DNA. Also repeated DNA immunizations augmented by EP
were examined for their capacity to elicit immune responses of similar magnitudes to those
induced by heterologous prime-boost immunizations.
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BALB/c mice were immunized with the different immunization schedules and sacrificed two
weeks after the last immunization. Cellular immune responses were measured by IFN- /IL-2
FluoroSpot of splenocytes. Similar to what we have seen in previous studies, the
combination of DNA prime and MVA boost induced the highest levels of cellular immune
responses, and this combination was superior to all other heterologous prime-boost
immunization protocols, and repeated DNA immunizations with EP, for the induction of
cellular immune responses (Fig. 12a). Hence, although EP considerably enhances the
immunogenicity of DNA vaccines (206, 254), the addition of EP to repeated DNA
immunizations could not match the immune responses induced by the DNA prime-MVA
boost regimen. We also observed that MVA-CMDR was able to efficiently boost Gag B, but
not Env B, responses, most certainly due to the high amino acid sequence similarity between
Gag B and A, and lack of sequence similarity between Env B and E, encoded by HIVIS DNA
and MVA-CMDR, respectively. Combining single immunizations with the three vaccine
modalities, DNA, MVA-CMDR and rgp140C, induced strong cell-mediated immune responses.
However, when excluding the DNA priming immunization, almost no Gag or Env B responses
were detected, clearly demonstrating the importance of including DNA priming
immunizations. Furthermore, as the Gag B and Env B peptide pools induced similar levels of
immune responses as the MHC class I restricted (H-2d) AMQMLKETI (Gag A and B)
and RGPGRAFVTI (Env B) peptides, we conclude that CD8+ T cells account for the majority of
responses induced.
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Figure 12. Immune responses after prime-boost vaccination. A) IFN- responses were
assessed by IFN- /IL-2 FluoroSpot of splenocytes collected two weeks after the last
immunization. A Gag B peptide pool and the MHC class I restricted AMQMLKETI peptide
(present in DNA [Gag A and B] and MVA-CMDR [Gag A]) were used to assess Gag-specific
responses. Env B and E peptide pools, MHC class I restricted RGPGRAFVTI peptide (present in
DNA [Env B]) and rgp140C were used to assess Env-specific responses. B) Antibody titers to
gp160B, gp140C and 17/p24B were measured by ELISA on serum collected before each
immunization and two weeks after the last immunization. Results are shown as mean values
with standard error of the mean (n=6). *Significant difference (p<0.05) and **significant
difference (p<0.01). D=DNA, M=MVA-CMDR and P=rgp140C
Antibody responses to recombinant Env gp160B, Env gp140C, and Gag p17/p24B were
assessed by ELISA of serum collected after each immunization. The different prime-boost
immunization protocols elicited similar levels of gp160B and gp140C-specific antibodies,
demonstrating that these antibodies were able to cross-react between different subtypes of
Env (Fig. 12b). The primary aim of including the rgp140C vaccine modality was to enhance
Env-specific antibodies. Indeed, mice repeatedly immunized or boosted with rgp140C
induced the highest levels of Env-specific binding antibody titers, and the levels of
accumulated antibodies in serum detected by ELISA were confirmed by stimulating
splenocytes in a B cell ELISpot. On the contrary, repeated DNA immunizations or DNA
priming immunizations followed by MVA-CMDR induced modest antibody titers to Env. For
Gag, however, these schedules induced good antibody titers. IgG1/IgG2a ratios were
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determined by ELISA and showed that groups receiving DNA priming immunizations and the
group of mice being injected with repeated rgp140C immunizations had Th2-tilted antibody
responses (data not shown). MVA-CMDR and rgp140C immunization without a DNA prime
induced a slightly Th1-tilted immune response, suggesting that the MVA-CMDR
immunization tilts the immune response towards a Th1-type of immune response, which is a
characteristic for viruses. To further examine the quality of antibody responses we analyzed
the avidity (data not shown). The group of mice immunized with MVA-CMDR and rgp140C,
with or without DNA priming immunization, differed from the other groups as they induced
high avidity antibodies to gp160B. Hence, MVA-CMDR is responsible for the enhanced
avidity, which was surprising as DNA priming has been reported to enhance avidity of
antibodies induced after boosting with protein immunogens (204, 239). Additionally,
repeated rgp140C immunizations induced high-avidity antibodies to the corresponding
antigen. We also assessed whether MVA-CMDR, with its inherent ability to stimulate innate
immune responses (67), could enhance gp140-specific immune responses when
administered simultaneously. However, in our hands, neither wild type MVA nor the
recombinant MVA-CMDR could enhance the gp140-specific immune responses significantly
(data not shown).
In summary, the study clearly demonstrated the superiority of combining two gene-based
immunogens for the induction of cellular immune responses and the advantage of protein
immunogens for the induction of antibodies. Furthermore, by combining all three vaccine
modalities in prime-boost immunizations, both strong cell-mediated and humoral immune
responses were induced. Even though we limited the immunization protocols to three
immunization events to retain a feasible protocol for clinical application, this approach is a
rather complex immunization schedule. Still, the advantages could potentially outweigh the
complexity, especially for hard-to-target diseases like HIV. This three-modality approach will
be evaluated in clinical trials.
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7 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The addition of a prophylactic vaccine to the current armamentarium of preventive and
therapeutic measures against HIV is the most realistic hope for ending the global HIV/AIDS
epidemic. Still, the unique features of HIV, including its vast genetic variability and viral
integration into the host genome, complicate the development of a vaccine. Furthermore,
despite studies of long term non-progressors and elite controllers, no obvious correlates of
protection against HIV have been identified. Hence, when choosing vaccine modalities and
designing immunogens, we do not know which type or types of immune responses are
desirable. Although plasmid vaccines have the ability to induce broad immune responses and
have been shown to be successful in animal models, the immunogenicity in humans has
been limited. Therefore, much effort goes into improving the immunogenicity of these
vaccines and some of these approaches are being dealt with in this thesis.
General means of altering the gene insert to increase expression and immunogenicity are
usually applied (reviewed in (141)) and the use of consensus or mosaic sequences has
evolved as means to increase the coverage of immunogenic epitopes (21, 215). In this thesis
we describe an approach that increases the expression and thus the immunogenicity of HIV
protease. Another parameter that can significantly influence the immunogenicity is the
delivery of DNA vaccines. The most promising method currently used is in vivo EP, which has
been shown to increase transfection efficacy and thereby antigen expression and
immunogenicity (206, 254). We show that the combined effect of two optimized delivery
devices, Biojector and EP, can act together to overcome dose restrictions of DNA vaccines.
Furthermore, an effective HIV vaccine will most probably require the induction of both
humoral and cellular immune responses. Hence, prime-boost immunizations with
heterologous antigens and/or heterologous vaccine modalities are assessed in attempts to
increase the breadth and strength of the immune responses. The most obvious evidence of
the importance of prime-boost immunizations is the disappointing outcome of the STEPtrial, where repeated immunizations with a single recombinant Ad5 vector were given (49,
174), compared to the modest success of the RV144 trial, which showed protection in some
individuals (31%) after heterologous vaccination with a recombinant ALVAC vector prime
and recombinant protein boost (202). It was recently reported that the vaccine combination
used in the RV144 trial induced antibodies directed to the V2 loop of gp120, which might be
a contributory factor in the prevention of HIV acquisition (1). Still, this vaccine regimen did
not reduce the virus levels in those who were vaccinated but still became infected. We
evaluated prime-boost immunizations by combining different plasmid vaccine constructs
designed to induce either humoral or cellular immune responses, and by combining our
multigene HIVIS vaccine with recombinant vaccinia MVA-CMDR and rgp140C boosts, we
demonstrate the advantage of combining diverse immunogens for the induction of a broad
HIV-specific immune response. Our improvements in T cell based genetic vaccines and
delivery methods, together with recent progress in antigen design for the induction of
potentially neutralizing antibodies (241, 259, 266), can further enhance the heterologous
prime-boost approach. Despite recent progress in preclinical trials and the RV144 trial, there
is most likely a long way to go before a broadly protective HIV vaccine can be distributed
globally.
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